


Established in 1904 by Louis Schwab, Swiza SA Manufacture is the biggest 
Swiss factory of clocks. Our multi talented master craftsmen are creating, 
since more than 110 years, from the beginning to the end, Swiss Made timepieces 
in agreement with the strictest quality standards.   
 
In the early stages, the manufacture was specialized in the production of 
mechanical movements and watch-making components. In 1918, the famous alarm 
clock "Levtoi has been launched on the market and thus the popularity of 
this model allowed the company to gain respectability in the watch-making 
world; respectability that we are always trying to improved ever since.  
 
From 1979, the manufacture began to offer desk clocks equipped with quartz 
movements. Swiza Swiss Made quartz movements was born, as the quartz 
movements are produced by the manufacture. Since then, the creativity and 
the innovation are both virtues that watch-makers and teams are keeping in 
mind all day long, here in elmont, Switzerland. 

Since 1904  



The collection 



Business Class 

ressed in carbon fibers, in veal with alligator decoration, 
or simply made of wood, these clocks represent exceptional 
Swiss Made timepieces. ubai, Zurich, London, or any other 
cities, you will always be on time thanks to the 3 time zones 
of the Business Class! The character of these timepiece will 
certainly not let you insensitive. 
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Business Club 

A Collection made to enhance your desk. Either designed in 
veal leather, carbon fiber, or in wood, you will find the 
one that fits the best your interior with elegance. They 
are timepieces made to long through the generations. 
Swiss Made. 
 
 



21.0913/213   21.0913/573 

21.0913/503  21.0913/203  



Manhattan 

A brown of Art deco blows on this collection. The purity of 
its lines and the greatness of its dial will find certainly 
their place on your desk and will enhance a nice furniture. 



21.0364/103        21.0364/203 



Vintage 

Let us dive together into the 60s! Updated with the Vintage 
trend, these timepieces will delight your clients amateur of 
design. It s not only a question of shape, it s also Vintage by 
the place of numbers and specific colors. 



38.0931/107         38.0572/107                   38.0047/107 



Linea d’Oro 

Linea d' Oro offers a classic design with either roman or arabic dials. 
Think of our pastel pink model, completed for women! And the black soft 
touch model, specially made to satisfy your eyes as much as your hand. 



38.0609/003  38.0609/101  38.0609/001  38.0609/103  

38.0609/212    38.0609/403  38.0609/203  



Linea d’Orov S 

Linea d' Oro S allows more modernity and simplicity. The collections 
has got a purified look to satisfy the purists. The cabinet of this 
collection will attract the light like no other clock. 



 38.0317/103    38.0317/013 



Tonneau 

Tonneau is a member of our classics. These elegant 
perennially fashionable clocks of ornament will know how to 
win the heart of your customers, from 9 to 99 years old! 
Equally elegant when resting on a fine piece of furniture or 
on a side of a bed, this Alarm clock exudes a timeless charm. 
In solid metal gold coated or in palladium-coated with Arabic 
numerals adornment, these Tonneau lines of alarm clocks 
feature a high quality finish.  
  
 
 



38.2203/104  38.2203/103  38.2203/203  38.2203/003 



Classic 

This line has been designed to be a classic in your home or 
desk at work. From these high quality alarm clocks you will 
get the best. Palladium or brass, roman or arabic dials, you 
always have the choice.  
 
 

Chic and Romantic 



38.2694/001  38.2694/103  38.2694/003  38.2694/101 



Switime 96 & Switime 98 

Are you looking for a practice, esthetic and customizable 
clock ? You got it ! You will like our collection Switime. They 
are timepieces made for travellers, with or without alarm 
clock, still Swiss Made. 



96.2003/143  96.2003/163  96.2003/113  96.2003/153 

98.2003/163  98.2003/153  98.2003/113  98.2003/163 

98.2003/103  98.2003/133  98.2003/183 



Loupe 

Here is one of our pieces full of ingenuity, our alarm 
clock has got two functions to glorify all the details of 
your life. Let s not forget small and important notes.  
 

 



96.2471/001      96.2471/101 



Contact : 
Emmanuelle Mary 

Swiza Sa manufacture 
Rue saint Maurice 1  P.O. Box 973 

CH-2800 elmont 1  
Switzerland 

 
+41 (0)32 421 94 10 

Emmanuelle.mary@swiza.ch 
 
 
 

After Sales Services : 
Swiza Sa manufacture SAV 

Rue saint Maurice 1  P.O. Box 973 
CH-2800 elmont 1  

Switzerland 
 

+41 (0)32 421 94 05 
sav@swiza.ch 
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